Automation of the robust control system synthesis for uncertain systems is of great practical interest. In this paper, the loop shaping step for synthesizing quantitative feedback theory (QFT) based controller for a two-phase permanent magnet stepper motor (PMSM) has been automated using teaching learning-based optimization (TLBO) algorithm. The QFT controller design problem has been posed as an optimization problem and TLBO algorithm has been used to minimize the proposed cost function. This facilitates designing low-order fixed-structure controller, eliminates the need of manual loop shaping step on the Nichols charts, and prevents the overdesign of the controller. A performance comparison of the designed controller has been made with the classical PID tuning method of Ziegler-Nichols and QFT controller tuned using other optimization algorithms. The simulation results show that the designed QFT controller using TLBO offers robust stability, disturbance rejection, and proper reference tracking over a range of PMSM's parametric uncertainties as compared to the classical design techniques.
Introduction
Issac Horowitz introduced a frequency domain robust controller design method of quantitative feedback theory (QFT) in the 1960s. QFT uses Bode's famous gain-phase integrals for designing controllers, which are robust over a range of plant's parametric uncertainties. Nichols chart is used for synthesizing the controller such that it satisfies the prespecified performance objectives [1] . One of the key steps in synthesizing the QFT controller is the loop shaping, such that 0 ( ) satisfies the QFT bounds on the nominal loop transmission at each design frequency. Automating the loop shaping step is still an open problem for designing the QFT controllers, which is performed manually and requires a lot of design experience; and still, there is no guarantee that an optimal controller is obtained [2] . In this paper, the automatic loop shaping of the QFT controllers has been performed using teaching learningbased optimization (TLBO) for the robust positioning control of a 2-phase permanent magnet stepper motor such that it offers a robust performance over a range of parametric uncertainties.
Permanent magnet stepping motor (PMSM) is an electromechanical actuator generally used in applications that require precise incremental motion, such as robotics, harddrives, and process control. Inherently, PMSM exhibits nonlinear and uncertain behavior because of continuous operation and time varying motor characteristics. With the varying dynamics of the motor, the control system fails to accurately control the motor. If these motors are not properly controlled, resonance may occur. Thus, it becomes essential for the controller that it must exert a quality control and that too in the presence of uncertainties, as it directly affects the process safety and quality of products. Thus the controller must be designed such that it shows a robust response over a range of plant's parametric uncertainties.
In this paper, the use of QFT based controller has been considered for the robust positioning control of a 2-phase permanent magnet stepper motor. QFT is a frequency domain controller design technique that can efficiently minimize the effect of parametric uncertainties in the system. The design of QFT controller is not a simple process, as it requires eminent loop shaping experience and still there is no guarantee that an optimal controller has been obtained. In this work, the loop shaping step required for synthesizing the controller has been automated by expressing the design process as an optimization problem. By doing so, the need for generation of templates and bounds is eliminated and by minimizing the proposed cost function, an optimal controller can be obtained. This also facilitates prespecifying the controller structure, which is not possible in standard QFT design, facilitating designing low-order controllers.
In this paper, for formulating the objective function, QFT design objectives of sensitivity and robust stability have been considered. Minimization of the magnitude of the sensitivity function at each design frequency ensures good tracking performance and the minimization of complementary sensitivity ensures good noise rejection. The objective function has been expressed as aggregate-of-function and teaching learningbased optimization (TLBO) algorithm has been used to minimize it. TLBO offers advantages over established algorithms as it does not have any algorithm-specific controlling parameters and only requires parameters of population size and number of iterations. Improper selection of algorithmspecific parameters leads to increased computational effort and the solution may not be globally optimal. In order to verify the robustness of the TLBO tuned QFT controller, two cases of parametric uncertainty in PMSM have been considered with ±10% and ±40% variation in the nominal value. A comparison has also been made against the classical PID tuning method of Ziegler-Nichols and QFT controller designed by different optimization algorithms, like genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA), bat algorithm (BA), and particle swarm optimization (PSO). From the results obtained in this paper, the TLBO tuned QFT controller efficiently handles the parametric uncertainties in a very tight envelope even with a low order controller.
The paper has been categorized into the following sections: Section 2 provides a review of the literature. Section 3 deals with the mathematical modeling of the permanent magnet stepper motor and also discusses the variation of the PMSM parameters causing parametric uncertainty. Section 4 deals with the quantitative feedback theory. Teaching learning-based optimization has been discussed in Section 5, followed by the automatic loop shaping procedure for the design of QFT controllers in Section 6. In Section 7 the results obtained have been discussed and the design validation in the presence of parametric uncertainties has been done in Section 8 followed by conclusions and references.
Literature Review
QFT has found colossal applications in several diverse areas ranging from missile trajectory control [3, 4] to electrical systems [5] [6] [7] , waste treatment plants [8] , aerospace applications [9, 10] , and even some applications in civil engineering [11] . But all these techniques have been based on manual loop shaping of the open loop transmission 0 ( ) on the Nichols chart and the success of the loop shaping process is solely destined upon the experience of the designer and is merely fate if an optimal controller design is achieved.
Moreover, the loop shaping becomes very challenging for uncertain and nonminimum phase systems. Even the most conscientious design does not ensure achieving the perfect optimal controller. Still, the automatic loop shaping of QFT controllers is an open problem. Initially, some efforts have been made to automate the process; Gera and Horowitz [12] proposed a semiautomatic process, which eventually gave very high order controllers followed by Ballance and Gawthrop [13] who automated the process. Nandakumar et al. [14] designed a fixed-structure robustly stable low-order QFT controller for a nonlinear hydraulic actuator using linear programming. Comasólivas et al. [15] used global mixed-integer nonlinear programming for obtaining QFT controllers. Zolotas and Halikias [16] used the approach of obtaining the optimal QFT controllers by searching among the dense set of controllers. Yaniv [17] designed sequential QFT controller for MIMO systems using automated loop shaping. These approaches mentioned are based on the rational approximation of the controller and a low-order rational controller gives a poor response. It is impossible for the abovementioned methodologies to solve complicated multiobjective, multidimensional, and nonlinear optimization with convex or linear programming.
Patil and Nataraj [18] translated the QFT design requirements of robust stability and tracking specifications into quadratic inequalities and used interval constraint satisfaction technique (ICST) for automating the loop shaping procedure. Kalla and Nataraj [19] , Patil et al. [20] , and Jeyasenthil and Nataraj [21] designed QFT controller using ICST. Patil and Nataraj [22, 23] implemented ICST based process for designing QFT controllers for a 3 × 3 distillation column, nonlinear maglev system and so on. Several issues regarding the ICST approach have been reported by Goldsztejn et al. [24] . Nature inspired optimization algorithms are being increasingly addressing the problems which existing control theory cannot elucidate. Such nonlinear, nonconvex multiobjective optimization cannot be solved using conventional gradient-based optimization algorithms. The main objective is to design the QFT controller for the uncertain system, such that the cost of the feedback is minimized and all robust stability and performance specifications are met. Some researchers have pursued the use of bioinspired algorithms for designing the QFT controllers. Garcia-Sanz and Guillen [25] and Chen et al. [26] proposed genetic algorithm for loop shaping of the QFT controllers. Kim and Chung [27] used evolutionary algorithms for optimising the QFT controllers. Molins and Garcia-Sanz [28] obtained robustly stable QFT controllers using both genetic and evolutionary algorithms. Satpati et al. [29] designed robust PID based QFT controllers for first-order lag systems with minimal dead time using PSO. Meng and Xue [30] automated the loop shaping of a fractional order QFT controller using particle swarm optimization. Meng and Xue [31, 32] used particle swarm optimization for automating the loop shaping of robustly stable fractional order QFT controllers for nonminimum phase hydrosystems. But, these abovementioned techniques require the generation of templates and bounds using QFT toolbox for the loop shaping purpose on the Nichols chart for the design of controller.
Rao et al. [33] have introduced teaching learning-based optimization algorithm in 2011 which has been widely applied in several engineering application like power systems [34, 35] , mechanical systems [36] [37] [38] , renewable energy systems [39] , and several other diverse applications. In the design of control systems, Sahu et al. [40] used TLBO for designing a fuzzy-PID based controller for automatic generation control in multiarea power systems and the robustness superiority of the TLBO based design has been compared against that of genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and simulated annealing (SA). Khooban [41] used TLBO for designing an intelligent PID controller for robotic application and compared its efficacy to PSO algorithm. One of the biggest advantages of TLBO is that it is an algorithmspecific parameter-less algorithm, while the other established algorithms like GA, PSO, differential evolution (DE), bat algorithm (BA), flower pollination algorithm (FPA), and so on require careful tuning of the algorithm control parameters. Improper tuning of these algorithm-specific control parameters may increase the computational effort and can yield a local optimum solution [33] .
Mathematical Modeling of Permanent Magnet Stepper Motor
In this work, physical modeling approach has been used for developing the mathematical model of the considered linear motor drive as discussed in [42] . In physical modeling, system is further divided into subsystems whose behavior is known. For the PMSM, the system can be divided into two subsystems, that is, (1) electrical subsystem and (2) mechanical subsystem. These subsystems inherit nonlinearities and are exactly known and with continuous operation are subject to wear and tear; thus the dynamics of the PMSM vary with time. With this parametric uncertainty in the PMSM, the controller designed will not be able to maintain the quality of control. Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of 2-phase PMSM, where each phase is denoted by and and the rotor and stator both have 2 magnetic poles and uniform winding arranged at intervals. The motion of the rotor has been expressed in the form of differential equations.
Mathematical Modeling of the Mechanical Subsystem.
where is the torque generated, is the inertia of rotor, is the coefficient of viscous friction, is coulomb frictional torque, and is the rotor's angular position.
Each winding produces its individual torque and is given by where and is the torque produced by the current and flowing in each winding, the rotor has teeth, flux linkage is , and tooth pitch is in radians. Equation (3) gives the dynamic equation for the mechanical section of the PMSM and has been derived from (1)- (2) [42]:
Mathematical Modeling of the Electrical Subsystem.
The voltage equations for the stator windings can be used for modeling the electrical subsystem. For each winding, (3)- (4) can be used for expressing the whole nonlinear model of the permanent magnet stepping motor.
where is the DC terminal voltage, is the self-inductance of each phase, is the mutual inductance, and is the stator circuit resistance. From the analytical point of view, the abovementioned equations have to be linearized. Considering that winding carries a stationary current 0 in both phases, the equilibrium position of the stator is taken as = /2 as in Figure 2 . The deviation from the equilibrium is denoted by , which is a function of time t and is a very small entity. When the rotor revolves/oscillates, the stationary current in both the windings changes its value by and , respectively, and the position of the rotor deviates from its equilibrium by . For the linearization of (3)- (4), the angular rotor angle has been chosen as
Then,
In order to take out the nonlinearities, the trigonometric functions of sin and cosine can be eliminated by considering to be very small. So,
We simplify (6) as
and similarly,
Using (5) and (8)- (9) in (3), we get
Ignoring the product of disturbances like in (10), the linearized differential equation is obtained as
Similarly, (4) can be linearized as
Taking the Laplace transformation of (11)- (12) the transfer function for the two-phase PMSM can be taken as [42] where Θ is the actual rotor output and Θ is the demanded (input) rotor output.
The parametric uncertainty exhibited by PMSM has been depicted by the varying range of parameters as shown in Table 1 along with their nominal values [43] . The nominal transfer function 0 ( ) has been shown in (15) . A parametric variation of ±10% and ±40% against the nominal values has been considered for obtaining a parametrically uncertain plant.
QFT
Nowadays, in control system engineering significant emphasis is being placed on performance robustness such that the control system should be able to handle the uncertainties' which can be due to the modeling ignorance, parameter variations, nonlinearity, and so on [44] . Ample research has been carried out to address this issue and led to the foundation of several strong theories such as 2 , ∞ , LQR, and -synthesis [45] . Bode in the 1940s found that the behavior shown by real systems is different from the model which has been considered in the controller design process. But still, most of the theories ignore the fact that the system considered while designing the controller is just an approximation of the actual system and the present design techniques can only deal with the fixed linear systems [44] .
In the 1960s Issac Horowitz extended Bode's famous gainphase integrals and introduced quantitative feedback theory (QFT), a frequency domain controller design technique. QFT is based on the concept that only feedback is required for making a system robust and it must be shaped such that a set of objectives of tracking, disturbance rejection, robust stability, and so on are satisfied and these objectives have to be declared on the onset of design procedure [46] . QFT uses two-degree of freedom (2-DoF) control configuration, in which one controller ( ) is in the feedback loop and is meant for reducing the closed loop uncertainties and the other controller is the prefilter ( ) which is present prior to the loop in feed-forward configuration which is meant for shaping the input so that the desired output is obtained. The 2-DoF structure is shown in Figure 3 . In QFT the plant uncertainty is depicted by templates, which give us a measure of if the controller design is possible or not. The system specifications are converted into bounds for each design frequency on the onset of design procedure and in the loop shaping stage, the nominal open loop transfer function must satisfy them. The loop shaping stage is performed on the Nichols chart on which the QFT bounds acts as guiding lines for the designing the controllers such that all the bounds are satisfied at each frequency of interest and has minimal high-frequency gain. In manual design process, poles and zeros are added to the controller ( ) such that satisfies the QFT bounds. Generally, the controller is shown by equation as follows:
where is the controller gain, there are 1 real zeros and 1 real poles and 2 2 complex zeros and 2 2 complex poles, and is the order.
Introduction to TLBO
Teaching learning-based optimization (TLBO) has been introduced by Rao et al. [33] in 2011. TLBO imbibes the phenomenon of teaching and learning and has the essence that the teacher influences the performance of the learners in a class. The algorithm has been divided into two phases, which mimics the ability of teaching learning of the teacher and students. The two phases are (a) teacher phase and (b) learner phase. There are two ways by which the pupils can learn, that is, one through direct interaction with the teacher, who is a highly learned being, and the other through the pupils' interaction among themselves, which also improve the results. The measure of learning is given by the grades and teacher directly influences grades. TLBO is a populationbased algorithm, where is the number of learners (population size), is the different subject the pupil has to learn (dimension of the optimization problem), and the teacher is considered as the best solution amongst all solutions. The teaching and learning phases of TLBO are discussed as follows.
Teacher Phase.
The teacher is a highly learned being and in the first phase of TLBO, the learners learn from the teacher. The teacher imparts knowledge to the learners and tries to increase their knowledge (mean result) in the subject being taught. In this phase, a random population is generated, and the point, which has the minimum value of fitness function, is chosen as the teacher. The chosen teacher shares that information with the learners. The teaching is said to be significant if the mean results of the class increase (let us assume the mean result increases from to ). The best teacher is the one who tries to bring the level of students up to its level [33] ; but it is not possible, as it depends upon the capability of the learners, as the teacher can only increase the mean result of the class. The number of variables n on the optimization decides the number of teachers and subjects.
The value of teaching factor can either be 1 or 2 and is chosen randomly with an equal probability as given in (17) [33] . The difference mean is given by (18) . Suppose that mean result is and teacher is at any iteration ; the teacher tries to improve the mean by converging it towards its own level and the new mean is given by new [33] . The new solution new is generated by adding the difference means as given by (19) .
where is the teaching factor and influences the mean to be changed. is the random number generated within [0, 1].
Learner Phase.
The second phase of TLBO comprises increasing the knowledge through the mutual learning among the learners; that is, from the population any learner randomly interacts with some other member in the class to learn something new. The learning will happen only when the other member has more knowledge than the latter. Equations (20a) and (20b) give the mathematical expression for the learning phase as [33] for two learners and , where ̸ = :
where ( ) and ( ) are the fitness of the chosen two learners.
The new solution is accepted only when it minimizes or maximizes the objective function. As the teaching learning progresses, the level (mean) of knowledge of learners shifts towards that of the teacher and the algorithm converges towards a solution. The TLBO algorithm is shown in Figure 4 .
Automating Loop Shaping of QFT Controller for PMSM Using TLBO
Manual loop shaping of QFT controller is a tedious and time-consuming task even for an expert designer and there is no guarantee that an optimal controller is obtained.
The automatic loop shaping of the QFT controller aims at designing an optimal controller automatically such that all the predefined performances of robustness, tracking, robust stability, and so on are achieved. Automatic loop shaping is performed directly on 0 ( ) which directly follows the essence of QFT design procedure. Closed loop response is represented by ( ) and open loop transmission by ( ) and is given by
In this paper, QFT controller is designed for minimizing the variations in the closed loop response due to parametric uncertainty and the response of the system to external noise. So the objectives of robust stability and sensitivity reduction have been considered for the automatic design process. Minimization of the sensitivity has been chosen for the frequency range of 0 to 10 rad/sec and for good disturbance rejection and is given by (23) . The TLBO algorithm-specific parameters chosen in the design process are as follows: class size of 50, dimension of the problem of 3, and maximum number of iterations of 1000.
Modelling and Simulation in Engineering So the QFT controller designed must ensure robust stability, tracking, and disturbance rejection. These specifications act as guides for designing the controller by shaping the nominal open loop transmission 0 ( ). The design specifications considered in the design for the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions are given by
In the design process, TLBO has been used for designing the QFT controller for a 2-phase PMSM such that the designed closed loop system offers a robust response. The specifications of complementary sensitivity and sensitivity have been chosen as the performance index and been expressed as the weighted objective function whose minimization has been considered for designing the optimal controller. The weighted objective function is given by (25) . In the design process, a PID controller has been chosen (see (26) ) and the minimization of using TLBO aims at finding the optimal values of controller gains , , and such that the design specifications are satisfied. The minimization of minimizes the magnitude of the sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity over a chosen discrete frequency range and this automatically designs a controller, which satisfies the desired QFT specifications.
where is the weighting function and has been chosen such that the sensitivity is reduced for the frequency range of 0 to 10 rad/sec and is given by = 0.5 + 10 + 0.1 .
Results and Discussions
In this design example, for designing the QFT based controller ( ), a fixed order controller (PID) has been chosen and is given by (26) . The nominal case of the plant 0 ( ) considered for shaping the 0 ( ) is given by (15) . The objective function given by (25) has been expressed as aggregate of function (AOF) and is minimized to obtain the optimal controller values. Reduction of the sensitivity ( ) ensures good tracking performance and the minimization of complementary sensitivity ( ) ensures good noise rejection. The use of sensitivity and robust stability criteria for forming the objective function automatically follows the QFT process and the obtained optimal controller is obtained that satisfies the design objectives.
The TLBO shapes the open loop transmission function (see (28) 
Automatic loop shaping of the QFT controller using TLBO has been done in the Matlab to obtain the optimal values of 3 parameters of [ , , ]. The optimal QFT controller obtained by the automated loop shaping using TLBO is given by TLBO ( ) = 0.65163 + 1.3052 + 0.0154 ⋅ .
The obtained controller in (28) has been used in the closed loop configuration in the system. In order to test the efficacy of the TLBO tuned QFT controller, a comparison has been made against QFT controller designed using other Time (seconds) 
The compared step response of closed loop system for the nominal plant transfer function has been shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , it can be seen that the response of all the other controllers except TLBO ( ) is very oscillatory with very large overshoot percentages. Thus the response offered by the TLBO tuned QFT controller is much efficient in terms of time response of the system as can be seen numerically in Table 2 . From Table 2 , looking at the time domain specifications only the TLBO tuned QFT controller offers 0% overshoot percentage and the response is also not oscillatory, while the time domain response of the other designed controllers is highly oscillatory with very high overshoot percentages. The compared frequency response of the closed loop system has been shown in Figure 6 (a) and it can be seen that the frequency response offered by the TLBO tuned QFT controller has zero peak for the closed loop system Frequency (rad/s) at all frequencies, whereas the peak response of the closed loop systems is very high and does not satisfy the design requirements as given in (24a) as can be seen in Table 2 . Similarly, for the sensitivity function ( Figure 6(b) ), the peak response offered by TLBO tuned QFT controller lies within the design criterion, while the peak response offered by other designed controllers is very high and does not adhere to the design requirements. Nichols chart for the open loop transmission with the controllers obtained is shown in Figure 7 , and from the figure it can be seen that all the systems are stable in their closed loop configuration. The various frequency domain characteristics are given in Table 2 . Any disturbance inserted before the plant has to be minimized to zero; Figure 8 shows the plot for input disturbance rejection for the nominal plant. However, all the designed controllers efficiently eliminate it completely and also offer better closed loop set-point tracking.
Design Validation
In order to validate the efficiency of the TLBO tuned QFT controller, so it can easily handle the parametric uncertainty in the PMSM, worst-case closed loop response of the system has been considered. The parametric variation in the nominal PMSM parameters has been taken as ±10% and ±40% of nominal value (as in Table 1 ) [43] . 
Plant with ±10%
Uncertainty. The designed controller must be able to handle such uncertainties efficiently and force the system to its desired set point. The closed loop step response of the system considering ±10% uncertainties has been shown in Figure 9 and from the figure it can be seen that the designed QFT controller eminently handles all the parametric uncertainties, efficiently tracks the step input, and still offers 0% overshoot percentage, while the other designed controllers offer a very oscillatory response as can be seen in Figure 9 and the values of overshoot percentage are also very high. Another significant deduction can be established from Figure 9 that, considering the range of ±10% parametric uncertainties, the TLBO tuned QFT controller stabilizes the system in a very narrow envelope; that is, in case of any uncertainty the output of the PMSM will not be drastically affected and will remain almost the same. Table 3 shows the worst-case time and frequency domain performance parameters that will be obtained in case of parametric uncertainty in the system. Figure 10 shows the plot for the input disturbance rejection for the PMSM in presence of parametric uncertainties and it can be seen that all the designed controllers successfully minimize it to zero. The magnitude plot for frequency response of the system with parametric uncertainties is shown in Figure 11 and it can be seen that the TLBO tuned QFT controller provides a very narrow variation along the Step response Magnitude (dB) Magnitude (dB) Open loop phase (deg) Figure 12 , and it can be seen in the figure that response offered by the designed TLBO tuned QFT controller lies in a very tight envelope and offers very good values of gain and phase margins as in Table 3 .
Plant with ±40%
Uncertainty. The closed loop step response of the system considering ±40% uncertainties has been shown in Figure 13 and from the figure it can be seen that the designed QFT controller eminently handles all the parametric uncertainties and efficiently tracks the step input, while the other designed controllers offered a highly oscillatory response with very high overshoot percentage (Figure 13 ), especially the PSO tuned QFT controller offering an unstable response (Figure 13(e) ). Another significant deduction can be established from Figure 13 that, considering the range of ±40% parametric uncertainties, the TLBO tuned QFT controller stabilizes the system in a very narrow envelope; that is, in case of any uncertainty the output of the PMSM will not be drastically affected and will remain almost the same. Table 4 shows the worst-case time and frequency domain performance parameters that will be obtained in case of parametric uncertainty in the system. Figure 14 shows the plot for the input disturbance rejection for the PMSM in presence of parametric uncertainties and it can be seen that only the TLBO, GA, SA, and BA tuned controllers successfully minimize it to zero, while the ZN tuned controller offers an oscillatory response and takes a lot of time to reduce it to zero and the PSO offers an unstable response (exponentially increasing).
The magnitude plot for frequency response of the system with parametric uncertainties is shown in Figure 15 and it can be seen that the TLBO tuned QFT controller provides a very narrow variation along the nominal plant for which the controller has been designed and the values lie within the design norms, while, for the other controllers, very high peaks can be seen in the figure. Various frequency domain parameters are given in Table 4 .
Compared Nichols chart for the open loop transmission with the all the tuned QFT controllers and ZN tuned PID with ±40% uncertainty range has been shown in Figure 16 , and it can be seen in the figure that response offered by the designed TLBO tuned QFT controller lies in a very tight envelope and offers very good values of gain and phase margins as in Table 4 . Figures 9-16 clearly show that the designed TLBO tuned QFT controller for PMSM system shows a satisfactory response in both time and frequency domain and designed control system also offers robust response to the ±10 and ±40% range of parametric uncertainties. Thus, with the continuous operation of PMSM over time, there will be no significant difference on the output of the system.
Conclusions
Long and continuous operation of PMSM leads to the spawning of parametric uncertainties in the system and this makes it strenuous for the control system to exert quality control over time; this drastically impacts process safety and quality of products. This paper proposes the use of automatic loop shaping for the controller synthesis for robust positioning control of a 2-phase permanent magnet stepper motor using TLBO. TLBO deals with finding the optimal values of the controller gains to shape 0 ( ) such that all the predefined objectives of robust stability and disturbance rejection are satisfied at all design frequencies. This naturally follows the QFT design process and also gives the designer a full control over the order and structure of the controller. The obtained results have been compared with classical PID tuning method of Ziegler-Nichols and QFT controller designed using other optimization algorithms. From the simulations and results, as obtained, it can be deducted that the TLBO designed QFT controller offers a better response than the ZN-PID controller and other tuning algorithms. The designed QFT controller efficiently handles the parametric uncertainties and results have been verified by taking an uncertain model of the PMSM with ±10% and ±40% uncertainty. The designed controller efficiently handles the parametric uncertainties and offers the response in a very tight envelope. So, there will be almost no effect on the PMSM's output in the presence of disturbances. Exploring the automatic synthesis of QFT for a nonlinear model of PMSM and the use of multiobjective algorithms for controller design can be taken in future work. Frequency (rad/s) (a) Bode diagram (sensitivity) 
